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AN EFFECTIVE CONTEXT SENSITIVE OFFLOADING SYSTEM FOR MOBILE CLOUD
ENVIRONMENTS USING SUPPORT VALUE-BASED CLASSIFICATION
MOSTAFA ABDULGHAFOOR MOHAMMED∗, AYA AHKAM KAMIL†, RAED ABDULKAREEM HASAN‡, AND NICOLAE
ŢĂPUŞ§
Abstract. Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has drawn significant research attention recently due to the popularity and
capability of portable devices. This paper presents an MCC offloading system based on internet offloading choices. This system
guarantees the conservation of battery life and reduced execution time. The proposed effective context sensitive offloading approach
using support value-based classification is processed in different steps. Initially, the context data of the input tasks is extracted
through the energy consumption model, cost model, execution model, communication model and stored. Then, the support valuebased classification approach classifies the tasks based on the context information. This classification creates the information
about the tasks and finally, a decision is made at the right time to achieve better offloading. The result indicates the presented
offloading framework can choose reasonable cloud assets depending on various contexts of the mobile devices and achieve significant
performance enhancement.
Key words: Context data extraction, Support value measure, Classification, Generated knowledge, Offloading decision
AMS subject classifications. 68Q25, 68R10, 68U05

1. Introduction. Mobile cloud computing is a recent model that integrated cloud computing [29] . It
enables the portable clients to use cloud services of their interest. It is imagined that this worldview will
help to defeat the restrictions of the cell phones equipment [14, 32]. Offloading is an essential procedure in
MCC [5]. It offloads the assignment to a cloud benefit by means of remote systems. Because of the generally
low battery limit of cell phones (just as delicate versatile systems), several explorations have been performed
on offloading to the cloud to accomplish two principle goal: to extend battery lifetime [5, 16, 7, 27], and to
shorten the execution time of substantial uses [28, 9, 24, 13]. Offloading is a significant method in MCC [21, 23]
that has been extensively investigated. For instance, in Think Air [16] , versatile side offloading gathers the
runtime information and feed them into the energy estimation display. The energy estimation is also actualized
inside the Think Air energy profiler on the versatile side. It is used to evaluate the utilization of each running
strategy [4]. Like Think Air, many offloading frameworks [1, 8, 2] have executed the profilers, cost forecast
models, and choice motor segments on the versatile side.
Numerous works have been done in MCC [17, 10, 19, 20] and most of them focused on the offloading
strategies, accepting a steady system and adequate transfer speed. This sort of offloading approaches keeps
the offloading choice parts running amid application execution to settle on ideal offloading choices at runtime.
Be that as it may, this procedure of settling on an offloading choice delivers a noteworthy overhead on the cell
phone. This overhead is expensive on cell phones in terms of battery utilization and handling assets [30, 15].
To process the issues stated above and improve the service performance in mobile cloud computing, we
propose an effective context sensitive offloading approach using support value-based classification. The proposed
offloading approach is a promising method to enhance the execution process and reduce battery utilization in
versatile applications. The target of the proposed framework is to determine an ideal offloading choice under the
setting of the cell phone and cloud assets to give a better execution and less battery utilization. The foremost
contributions of this work are as follows:
• Various contexts information is extracted via distinctive models, such as the energy consumption model,
communication model, cost model, and execution model.
• Support value is estimated for the separate context information of each task and this measure is utilized
for the viable context sensitive offloading in MCC.
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• Analyse the total processing energy of each task between two configurations based on Support value
evaluation.
J48 is an extension of ID3. The additional features of J48 are accounting for missing values, decision trees
pruning, continuous attribute value ranges, derivation of rules, etc. In the WEKA data mining tool, J48 is
an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithms. Where JRIP It implements a propositional rule
learner called as Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) and uses sequential
covering algorithms for creating ordered rule lists. The algorithm goes through 4 stages: Growing a rule,
Pruning, Optimization and Selection. IBK or K-Nearest Neighbor classification classifies instances based on
their similarity [3]. It is a type of Lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally and all
computation is deferred until classification. An object is classified by a majority of its neighbors. K is always
a positive integer. The layout of this paper is as follows: Section 2 surveys the related works regarding the
proposed strategy. In sections 3, a short discussion about the proposed system is given; section 4 examines the
exploratory outcomes, and section 5 finalized the study.
2. Related Work and System Overview. In this section, an overview of the proposed framework
and the literature works was presented. Numerous related works in offloading for MCC were considered,
including offloading decision amongst cell phones and open cloud administrations. Cloud offloading is delicate
to the numerous constraints of the framework based on the context of the gadget. Subsequently, current works
have proposed new frameworks to address these difficulties in MCC and to empower intermittent observing
of numerous advanced measurements used to gather data. Warley Junior et al. [15] proposed a ContextSensitive Offloading System (CSOS) that exploits the primary machine-picking up thinking methods and strong
profiling framework to give offloading choices and increase the level of precision. The method failed to meet
expectations when offloading choices overlooks logical data. CSOS executes all assignments identified with the
choice on the portable device since the executing demand tasks identified with the preparation and testing
of the categorization techniques are accomplished in the arranged period of the framework as a discontinuous
procedure. In this manner, the expense of handling at running time is short; meanwhile, the portable devices
possibly need to parse the preparation method to choose when to offload information. Tianhui Meng et al. [26]
introduced and assessed a protected and effective offloading plan that was a mixture of irregular fillings. To
proceed to a quantifiable dealing, a crossbreed Continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) was established; They
proposed the security measurements which framework modelers need to settle on educated exchange off choices,
including framework security.
Yongin Kwon et al. [18] displayed a specific execution offloading for applications with dynamic conduct
in MCC. Execution offloading which moves a string between a cell phone and a server was regularly utilized.
In such execution offloading procedures, it was run off the mill to progressively choose the code part to be
offloaded through basic leadership calculations. To accomplish an ideal offloading execution, nonetheless, the
gain and cost of offloading must be anticipated precisely for such methods. Fangxiaoqi Yu et al. [31] proposed
an innovative dynamic mobility aware partial offloading (DMPO) technique to make sense of the measure of
information progressively, composed with choice of correspondence way, limiting the energy utilization while
fulfilling defer requirement. The suggested technique calculates the opportunity to subsequent transfer and
allocates information size to all vacancy in that stage to accomplish the set objectives. Xing Chen et al. [6]
proposed a structure that supports versatile applications through the context-aware computation offloading
ability. It is a best method to enhance the execution process and reduce the battery utilization. Table 2.1
presents the qualitative examination of the existing context-aware offloading techniques.
Table 2.1 showed a subjective assessment of the prevailing context-aware offloading methods. It presented
the strategies used in making the offloading choice and determine when offloading will enhance execution.
Moreover, it demonstrates whether the investigation assesses the execution of the technique to identify the
level of right choices made. Contrary to the related works, there is still a gap between rapid growth of power
consumption and power capacities of current mobile devices. The proposed offloading approach is a promising
method to enhance the execution process and reduce battery utilization in versatile applications. The target of
the proposed framework is to determine an ideal offloading choice under the setting of the cell phone and cloud
assets to give a better execution and less battery utilization. our framework considers the distinctive models
for the extraction of context information, such as execution model, communication model, cost model, and
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Table 2.1
Qualitative analysis of the existing context-aware offloading techniques

Framework
CSOS [33]

Decision support
JRIP and J48 classifiers

Solutions
High accuracy and contextsensitive.

CTMC [22]

CTMC and queuing method

OMMC [11]

TOPSIS and Energy model

Context-aware
computation offloading [25]
DMPxcO [12]

Advanced structure for
context-aware computation
offloading
DMPO algorithm

f Mantis [33]

Sparse Polynomial Regression
TOPSIS and Cost model
Cost functions
Lyapunov optimization algorithm

Secure and cost-efficient Offloading Policy
Managed the trade-off between time and energy consumption.
Rightly choose the suitable
cloud assets and offload mobile codes on request
Decreased energy utilization
and achieved the delay limit
Better accuracy in offloading

mCloud [22]
CoSMOS [22]
Energy effective offloading choice algorithm [11]

mCloud
CoSMOS
Minimized average energy
consumption, response time,
less computational complexity

Main contribution
Offloading decisions that
achieved gains and energy
efficacy
Cost-efficient
offloading
scheme
Context-aware

Reduced execution time and
power consumption
Better performance in meeting the delay constraint
Precise execution offloading
Context-aware
Context-aware
Energy-efficient

energy consumption model. Our proposed extricates the context information of input tasks via these models.
Afterward, the support consideration for the context information of each assignment is estimated and tasks
were arranged based on the settings information. This support consideration achieved better offloading. The
outcomes demonstrate that the proposed technique outperformed the existing techniques in terms of accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, FPR, FNR, energy utilization, throughput, and execution time.
3. Effective Context Sensitive Offloading Using Support Value Based Classification Approach.
This paper provides an effective context sensitive offloading framework for mobile cloud environment utilizing
support value-based classification in several steps; at first, the input tasks context information is extracted
through the distinctive models (energy consumption model, cost model, execution model, and communication
models). At this point, the context information is stored as training data through the processing module. After
that, the support value is estimated for the context information of each task and creates knowledge about the
tasks before making the final decision in the right way to prompt achieving better offloading intensive tasks.
The flow structure of the presented technique is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1. Tasks collection. Firstly, the users present their tasks in the mobile cloud framework through user
requests. The number of tasks gathered depend on the number of clients at the remote site, determined as:
(3.1)

Tk = t1 , t2 , t3 , ...tn

where Tk is the set of requests and every request contains distinctive assignments. The task demands are
accumulated from the clients for each specific time and after that, the accompanying parameters are extracted
from the tasks to gather the information of the assignments.
3.2. Context data extraction of tasks. In this stage, the developer characterized the components
that are necessary to be considered as important data for the offloading choice. Here, we distinguished the
elements such as the execution time, application nature, execution cost, data size, communication models, energy
utilization by CPU, I/O operation, memory, and cache. Every single measurement can vary individually of the
others notwithstanding some that occasionally vary after some time whereas others are static. Consequently,
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Fig. 3.1. The flow structure of the presented decision module

these different groupings can lead to the creation of various choices depending on the relevant data. Here, the
context data of the input tasks separated by using the energy consumption model, cost model, execution model,
and communication model are presented in Figure 3.1.
The decision are made according context data which is collected in terms of Êcon , Ctmod , Ĉmod and Etime
where Êcon Energy Consumption Model, Ctmod Cost model, Ĉmod Communication Model and Etime Executions
Model and these terms are explained in equitions to implement the methodology in processing model by using
data traing to generate the knowledge and out the decision.
3.2.1. Energy Consumption Model (Êcon ).
◃ Energy consumption by CPU
The energy consumed by the CPU is designated as Ẽcpu and is calculated using Equation 3.2.
(3.2)

Ẽcpu = Pavg · Texe

where Pavg signifies the average power utilized by the CPU, Texe signifies the execution time.
◃ Energy utilization by I/O operation
The energy utilization through I/O operation by a movable device is calculated using Equation 3.3.
(3.3)

ÊI/O = (T̂elaps − T̂cpu ) · P̂I/O

where T̂elaps , and T̂cpu represents the overall time and CPU time essential for I/O processes, P̂I/O signifies the
power utilization for I/O activity.
◃ Energy consumption by the memory
The mobile device consumes its energy to reading and writes memory access. This energy is calculated using
Equation 3.4.
(3.4)

Êmemory = (Eread · read) + (Ewrite · write)

where Eread and Ewrite are the energy used to execute read and write activities, respectively. This activity
signifies the number of reads and writes, correspondingly.
◃ Energy consumption by the cache
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A mobile device consumes energy for cache read and write and this energy is calculated using Equation 3.5.
(3.5)

Ẽcash = Ecash1 + EcashL1 + EcashL2

where Ecash1 , EcashL1 and EcashL2 represent the energy consumption due to the Instruction cache, level 1, and
level 2 cache, respectively. The total energy utilization is computed using Equation 3.6.
(3.6)

Ẽ = Ẽcpu + ẼI\O + Ẽmemory + Ẽcash

The residual energy of every mobile device can be determined using Equation 3.7.
(3.7)

Ẽres = ẼT − Ẽinitial

where ẼT and Ẽinitial represent the total and initial energy of a mobile device.
3.2.2. Communication model (Ĉmod ). The link between a mobile device and multi-sites is viewed as
homogeneous; this suggests that the entire information exchange between the mobile device and any site is
communicated at a similar rate. If is the power of a dynamic link, then, the energy utilization amid the transfer
of the information between links is determined according to Equation 3.8:
(3.8)

ẼDactive = P̂link−active ·

t
∑

DS(i, S)

i=1

where DS(i, S) is the data size of module i of an application offloaded on to site (S).
Likewise, the energy expended during the information exchange amongst the sites is determined using
Equation 3.9,
(3.9)

ẼSacive = P̃site−active ·

t
∑

DS(i, S, k)

i=1

where DS(i, S, k) is the task size of the module i of an application offloaded on site S from the site k . P̃site−active
is the power among the dynamic sites. The overall energy utilization throughout the transfer of information is
the summation of Equations 3.8 and 3.9 as displayed in Equation 3.10.
(3.10)

Ẽactive = ẼDactive + ẼSactive

3.2.3. Execution model(Etime ).
◃ Execution time
The execution time of the module i on location S is determined using Equation 3.11, i.e., the addition of the
processing time and information transfer time.
(3.11)

Etime (i, S) =

tzi
DS(i, S)
+
CP
B(i, S)

where CP is the cyclic prefix, Etime (i, S) is the complete execution time of the entirely offloaded z modules on
the cloud, and is determined using Equation 3.12:
(3.12)

T Etime (i, S) =

z
∑

Etime (i, S)

i=1

where Etime (i, S) is the execution time and T Etime (i, S) is the overall execution time of the model.
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3.2.4. Cost model (Ctmod ).
◃ Data size
The data of an input task is signified in a sequence of bits. The size of the information is estimated in
bits. Data is a set of values of subjects regarding qualitative or quantitative factors. Data and information are
frequently used reciprocally; anyway, data move towards information when it is seen in context. Here, the size
of the data is estimated as a context.
◃ Execution cost
The execution cost of the module ÊC(i, S) is the product of the unit charger rate and the execution time.
This is expressed in Equation 3.13:
(3.13)

ÊC(i, S) = β × ÊT (i, S)

where β is the charge unit of utilizing the site for every time period; the total execution cost is determined using
Equation 3.14:
(3.14)

ÊCT =

t
∑

ÊC(i, S)

i=1

The execution of a module on the quickest site is determined using Equation 3.14. These models might be
utilized to enhance the evaluation of decision outcomes.
3.3. Processing Module. The component processing module gets the context information and form of
the task, formulates a problem by describing the input data with the context data, and determine the support
value for the context information of every task. The information about the context and choice is generated by
characterizing the offloading decision which is done by classifying the context data using the support value-based
classification method. The processing module chooses the information to be stored in the training database.
The processing component is responsible for activities like processing of input information, storing the context
data as a training data, classifying the gained information using the support value-based classification method,
and executing the offloading procedure.
3.3.1. Storing context data in the database. Storing context data in the database refers to the loading
of a training dataset with the context data. Here, all the extracted parameters from the execution model,
communication model, energy consumption model, and cost model are stored as training context information.
Toward the end of this stage, the support value is estimated for each context data of each task and stored for
classification.
3.3.2. Support value measure. In this section, the context data of each task is classified based on the
support value of the contexts. Here, the support value calculation depends on the extraction models such as
execution model, energy consumption model, communication model, and the cost model. It is calculated using
Equation 3.15.
(3.15)

S̃value = (Êcon + Ĉmod + Ctmod ) / (Êcon · Ĉmod · Ctmod )

where Êcon is the energy utilization models’ data, Ĉmod is the communication models’ data, and Ctmod is the
communication models’ data.
3.3.3. Offloading decision using support value-based classification. In this section, the final offloading decision is made using the support value-based classification. Moreover, the information gained from
the classified models should be saved in CSOS to consent the decision to load them at runtime. The pseudo
code of the offloading decision model using support value-based classification is presented in Algorithm 1.
The pseudocode of the offloading decision-making given in Algorithm 1 deals with the context information
and categorizes the utmost current task in the dataset using support value-based classification. Firstly, it gets
the extricated context data and the support value-based classifier individually. The context information is
extricated from the execution model, communication model, energy utilization model, and cost model. In any
case, the estimation of this measurement is well-known at the time that the application’s client chooses the
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Algorithm 1 Proceduer for affloading decision with classifier
begin (Context data, support value based classifier Packet Reception);
for each Contexts A ∈ to Database do
Contexts[]contexts← get Contexts (A);
for i = 1, tasks do
if context.Get Name[i] = Data Size then
Contexts[]contexts← get Contexts (A);
else
Instant.Set Value[i] ← Values[i];
end if
end for
end for
result ← Clasify Instant(support value based classfier, Instant);
if threshold(Tk ) 6 result then
response ← true;
return response ;
else
return response ;
end if
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Decision
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Remotely

Check the task
dynamic

Application
Yes
No

Yes
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Check the task
dynamic
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Execute the Remotely

Fig. 3.2. Execution flow diagram of the proposed offloading decision

preferred context for processing. Subsequently, the profiling framework runs a search for a specific time which
is unrealistic to precisely catch the estimation of this measurement and feed it to the decision engine. Next,
every context of the utmost latest record in the database for data gathering is checked. At last, decision is made
at the right time to accomplish more prominent advantages in offloading the computation-intensive tasks. The
proposed offloading decision execution flow is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Offloading decision explained in Figure 3.2 that show it gets the extricated context data and the support
value-based classifier individually. In any case, the estimation of this measurement is well-known at the time
that the application’s client chooses the preferred context for processing. Subsequently, it excute the remolty
with syncornization its excute the method the find the right decision for such appilaction
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4. Performance Measures. The performance of the proposed work was examined using different parameters, such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, FPR, FNR, precision, energy consumption, CPU usage,
throughput, and execution time as described in the following subsections.
4.1. Accuracy. Accuracy refers to the determination of the accuracy of an outcome in a populace (either
positive or negative). It quantifies the level of data classification correctness. Accuracy is calculated using
Equation 4.1:
(4.1)

(T N + T P )
(T N + T P + F N + F P )

where T N and T P are true negative and positive correspondingly, F N and F P are false negative and positive,
correspondingly.
4.2. Sensitivity. Sensitivity is the measure of the effective differences between the in a classification task.
It demonstrates the greatness of a system in data classification and can be calculated using Equation 4.2:
(4.2)

Sensitivity =

(T P )
(T P + F N )

4.3. Specificity. Specificity refers to the measure of the effective differences between the by a classification method. It measures the ability of a method to distinguish between normal and abnormal information.
Specificity can be calculated using Equation 4.3:
(4.3)

Specif icity =

(T N )
(T N + F P )

4.3.1. FPR. False positive rate (FPR) ascertains the extent negative events are incorrectly considered as
positives, as well as the aggregate quantity of actual negative events. FPR is computed using Equation 4.4:
(4.4)

FPR =

(F P )
(F P + T N )

4.3.2. FNR. False negative rate (FNR) is the number of positives which gives negative results. FNR is
computed using Equation 4.5.
(4.5)

FPR =

(T P )
(T P + F P )

4.3.3. Precision. Precision is the likelihood that information classification with a correct test result truly
has precise information. Precision is commonly computed using Equation 4.6:
(4.6)

P recision =

(T P )
(T P + F P )

4.3.4. Throughput. Throughput measures process performance per unit time. It is estimated by the
fraction of the number of processes finished for a particular time. This is computed using Equation 4.7:
(4.7)
Tbk = N f / tp
where N f is the amount of process finished, tp is the chosen time period, and Tbk is the throughput.

4.3.5. Energy Consumption. Energy consumption involves all the energy consumed when performing a
task. Energy is mainly sourced from electric power (Epi ); execution time (Eexei ) is the time required to process
the ith execution up to a number of repetitions. Energy consumption is represented as:
(4.8)

E Ci = Epi · Eexei

The mean energy is computed using Equation 4.9:
(4.9)

E mean =

∑n
i

E Ci
n
b

b signifies the number of reiterations.
where E mean signifies the mean energy utilization and n
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Table 4.1
Comparison of the proposed technique in terms of different performance measures

Method
Proposed
J48
JRIP
IBK

Accuracy
97.05
94.30
94.35
93.12

Specificity
91.99
93.35
88.93
90.09

Sensitivity
95.89
95.97
94.77
94.15

Precision
95.12
94.68
91.01
92.34

False positive rate
6.07
4.41
5.79
4.70

False negative rate
1.09
4.91
4.54
4.79

F1
97.32
94.34
93.59
94.75

4.3.6. Execution Time. This is the amount of time utilized to accomplish a given task. The time used
to execute a process is calculated using Equation 4.10:
(4.10)

bt = Sd / B
br
E

bt signifies the execution time, Sd represents the size of data, B
br represents the bit rate. The evaluation
where E
table of the proposed technique compared to the existing techniques in terms of different performance measures
is presented in Table 4.1.
5. Results and Discussion. The presented effective context sensitive offloading approach using support
value-based classification was implemented in a JAVA platform with Cloudsim. To examine the performance of
the presented work, different measures were evaluated. The performance of the proposed method is presented
in Table 4.1 and Figure 5.1.
The graphical representation of the analysis of the proposed work is represented in this section. Figure 5.1
compared the performances of the classification algorithms using different indicators like accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, FPR, FNR, precision, energy consumption, CPU usage, throughput, and execution time.
Sensitivity and precision are the two major performance metrics used in applications that placed a premium
on the successful detection of a class of events over the other classes. Unfortunately, these two measures are
opposed to each other due to the differences between them; for instance, if we want to extract more relevant
records (aimed at increasing the rate of sensitivity), more irrelevant records will also be retrieved (decreases
the precision rate). Figures 5.1.b and 5.1.e clearly showed that the proposed technique has F1 greater than
JRIP, J48, and IBK with a rate of 97.32%. Figure 5.1.a depicted the comparative analysis in terms of accuracy.
High accuracy is important in MCC due to the dynamic and adaptive nature of mobile systems. Such nature
leads to inaccurate decisions that later results in high energy utilization and performance degradation. The
results of this study showed that the accuracy of the rules generated by the support-based algorithm was slightly
higher than those of J48, JRIP, and IBK based on the contextual dataset. The proposed algorithm achieved an
accuracy of 97.05 while JRIP and J48 algorithms achieved 94.35% and 94.30%, respectively. IBK achieved the
worst accuracy level of 93.12% of correctly classified records. From these results, the good classifiers are the
proposed algorithm, JRIP, and J48 based on their performances over the context database.
Figure 5.1.f showed the throughput of our proposed effective context sensitive offloading approach using
support value-based classification and its CPU usage. The comparison graph of the proposed approach with
the existing J48 classifier, JRIP classifier, IBK classifiers in terms of energy consumption was presented in
Figure 5.1.g which illustrated the proposed algorithm to give better classification results compared to the
existing J48 classifier, JRIP classifier, and IBK classifier. The comparison graph of the proposed approach with
the existing classifiers in terms of execution time was presented in Figure 5.1.h, where the proposed approach
was shown to give better classification results compared to the existing classifiers.
6. Conclusion. In this paper, we presented an effective context sensitive offloading approach using support
value-based classification for context-aware computation offloading. Our framework utilizes diverse models to
extricate the context data to ensure a progressive selection of suitable cloud assets and offload mobile codes to
them on request. Additionally, the support value-based classification approach effectively generates information
about the tasks before making a decision on the right time to accomplish a better offloading. The experimental
results showed that our proposed approach outperformed the existing J48 classifier, JRIP classifier, and IBK
classifier in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, FPR, FNR, precision, throughput, energy utilization, and
execution time.
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Fig. 5.1. Comparison of the performances of the classification algorithms using different indicators – from left to right and
from top to bottom: (a) Accuracy; (b) Sensitivity; (c) Specifity; (d) FNR; (e) Precision; (f ) Throughput; (g) Energy consumption;
(h) Execution time
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